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JAN PIETERSZOON SWEELINCK (1551-1621)

[1] Ballo del Granduca, SwVW 319 4:40

[2] Pavana Philippi, SwVW 329 8:03

[3] Mein junges Leben hat ein Endt, SwVW 324 5:41

[4] Unter der Linden grune, SwVW 325 5:02

[5] Ich fuhr mich über Rheine, SwVW 322 6:13

[6] Pavana Hispanica, SwVW 327 2:24

[7] Soll es sein, SwVW 330 7:44

[8] Von der Fortuna werd ich getrieben, SwVW 320 3:03

[9] Esce mars, SwVW 321 4:18

[10] Paduana Lachrymae, SwVW 328 5:12

[11] Malle Sijmen, SwVW 323 1:12

[12] Allemande Gratie, SwVW 318 3:36

Total time 58:42





Variations by Jan Pieterszoon Sweelinck – A Historical Framework

Introduction: Sweelinck’s Place in the History of Music

The Golden Age of Dutch music produced many outstanding composers and musicians, but no 

comprehensive tradition of music for keyboard instruments was established. This is rather surprising given 

the enormous wealth of the Dutch trading cities and the general flourishing of the arts and is especially 

true of the city of Amsterdam. While keyboard music had long thrived in Italy and a school of so-called 

virginalists was firmly rooted in England by the end of the sixteenth century, organists and harpsichordists 

in the Netherlands left few traces for posterity. This changed abruptly with Jan Pieterszoon Sweelinck, 

who, although considered an isolated phenomenon, quite soon achieved international fame, and 

transformed Amsterdam into the centre of interest for keyboard music. Today, Sweelinck is considered not 

only one of the most famous organists and influential and sought-after teachers in Northern Europe, but 

also one of the leading composers of his time and the last great master of Dutch and Flemish polyphony.

Sweelinck was praised as the Orpheus of Amsterdam, Phoenix of music, and called the Hamburg organist-

maker because of his long line of pupils from northern Germany. To this day, his considerable fame seems 

disproportionately greater than the knowledge of his compositional output. One rarely hears selected 

compositions from his extensive vocal oeuvre, while his compositions for keyboard instruments have long 

been part of the standard repertoire of organists and harpsichordists alike.

Sweelinck’s biography seems in stark contrast to his fame. Born in 1562 in Deventer into a family of 

musicians, he received his most significant inspiration, encouragement, and musical training from his 

father, Peter Swybbertszoon, whose own father had in turn been an organist. But Peter Swybbertszoon 



died in 1573 and Jacob Buyck, priest at the Oude Kerk in Amsterdam, took over the upbringing 

and general education of the eleven-year-old orphaned boy. It is not certain, however, whether Jan 

Pieterszoon spent extended periods of time in Haarlem for the purpose of study; in any case, he was 

taught music by the Haarlem musician Jan Willemszoon Lossy. The composer’s entire life took place–or so 

it seems–quietly and almost exclusively in Amsterdam.

More than a century after the composer’s death, Johann Mattheson called attention to Sweelinck in his 

bibliographies dedicated to the most influential and well-known composers, the Ehrenpforte, published 

in Hamburg in 1740. Mattheson claimed that Sweelinck travelled to Venice to deepen his knowledge of 

composition with one of the most learned music theorists of the time, Gioseffo Zarlino. While it is true that 

Sweelinck studied Zarlino’s Istitutioni harmoniche, an influential musical treatise of the Cinquecento (1558), 

it cannot be proven from the sources whether he ever spent time in Italy. It seems rather unlikely.

That Sweelinck’s work is a blend of several musical traditions is not absent in Mattheson’s biography, but 

he writes of the French and Spanish styles in reference to the keyboard. In Sweelinck’s music, French 

and Spanish influences are barely discernible, while his work is not even conceivable without Venetian 

and, most importantly, English models. Even though he was not widely travelled, Sweelinck remained 

amazingly well informed throughout his life. He rarely left Amsterdam, and when he did, he travelled 

to neighbouring cities to examine organs and contribute his expertise. Sweelinck’s longest trip was 

to Antwerp in 1604, where he was commissioned by the city to purchase a harpsichord from Rucker’s 

workshop. This harpsichord has not survived, but a few decades ago the lid was rediscovered, depicting 

an allegorical image of the city of Amsterdam. It can be seen today in the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam. 

Sweelinck’s duties most probably included regular performances on the harpsichord.



Allegedly at the age of 15, in 1577 Sweelinck succeeded his father as organist at the Oude Kerk in 

Amsterdam. Barely a year after taking up his duties, he found himself in a rather precarious situation. 

Amsterdam, one of the last Catholic bastions of the northern Netherlands, was becoming Calvinist, and 

the synod in Dordrecht decided that organs should be removed from churches. Music was once again 

to give way to readings from the Word of God. Although the city government was prohibited from 

interfering in liturgical matters, it did own the valuable organs. The office of church organist thus became 

redundant, but the Amsterdam magistrate appointed Sweelinck as city organist. He was thus able to 

remain in service, although liturgical organ playing was no longer one of his duties. From then on, he was 

to play the organs of the Oude Kerk twice a day, before and after services, as well as in public concerts. 

This soon proved to be a unique opportunity which offered him limitless artistic freedom and opened up a 

wide field of activity.

Sweelinck’s organ concerts can be considered the first public concerts in Europe. Their reputation and 

Sweelinck’s art of improvisation quickly spread beyond the borders of the Netherlands. Musicians, music 

lovers, and illustrious guests alike, travelled from far and wide to hear Master Jan from Amsterdam; as 

his fame grew, so did the number of his students. Sweelinck himself was well aware of his status. He was 

known to charge exorbitant sums for music lessons, and usually taught his students for two to three years. 

The city was also conscious of his mastery and paid Sweelinck an extraordinarily high salary.

Sweelinck’s Keyboard Music

Despite his fame and importance, not a single work for keyboard instruments survives in an autograph 

source, not even in a copy authorised by the composer. While he left his vocal compositions to posterity in 

carefully edited printed music, his keyboard works have survived in some thirty scattered and not always 



reliable manuscripts. This body of work is far from complete, and the copies mostly date from after the 

composer’s death.

Which of these fewer than one hundred pieces were intended for the organ and which for the harpsichord 

or other keyboard instruments remains an unresolved question. His work is dominated by a contrapuntal 

texture with careful and transparent voice leading, in which few elements are recognisable as idiomatic 

organ or harpsichord style. Moreover, no clear distinction can be made between ecclesiastical and secular 

works. As an organist in service of the city, he was not bound to any liturgical specifications. The issue 

surrounding the transmission of his keyboard scores also leads to numerous questions of authenticity. It is 

often impossible to assert with absolute certainty that a particular piece is indeed Sweelinck’s music, and 

certainly one cannot be sure that the scores have remained unchanged.

Sweelinck’s instrumental music was never printed but enjoyed wide circulation through copies made by 

his pupils. It is thanks to Sweelinck’s pedagogical activity and his numerous students, including famous 

musicians and composers such as Andreas Düben, Samuel and Gottfried Scheidt, Melchior Schildt,  

Paul Siefert, Jacob and Johannes Praetorius, and Heinrich Scheidemann, that the compositions have 

survived at all. Many pieces have undoubtedly been lost, but those that have survived clearly show 

Sweelinck’s craft and uniqueness.

Sweelinck’s Variation Cycles

Among Sweelinck’s pieces for keyboard instruments, the variations cycles form a significant group. They 

include variations on chorale melodies, melodies from the Genevan Psalter, Lutheran songs, as well 

as on secular models. The latter, however, are undoubtedly the most delightful pieces Sweelinck ever 

composed, for they reveal the composer’s lighter, sometimes humorous side. These variation cycles are 



not without reason among his best-known works and are responsible for Sweelinck’s enduring fame and 

popularity. The connoisseurs of the seventeenth century, who appreciated above all his fantasies, toccatas, 

and variations on sacred songs, probably judged differently. Interestingly, the transmission of the variation 

cycles is the least reliable and more or less accidental, and they were copied far less frequently than other 

pieces.

The only surviving eyewitness account describing Sweelinck’s improvisational and variation skills on the 

harpsichord is by Willem Baudaert. In his memoirs, published in 1620 and later reprinted, the Dutch 

theologian describes a social gathering of friends at Sweelinck’s home. Baudaert mentions how Sweelinck 

began to vary some melodies on the harpsichord, including a Dutch May song, in at least twenty-five 

different ways, and did not finish playing until midnight. Indeed, Sweelinck’s inventiveness is remarkable, 

and he was undoubtedly most attracted to the variation form.

It seems that Sweelinck composed most of the keyboard works in the last two decades of his life, that is, 

at a time when he was already known as a composer of vocal music. This is evidenced by a mature style, 

compositional perfection, and unity. Sweelinck’s mastery of counterpoint cannot be overlooked,  

but the way he transferred the rules of vocal polyphonic composition to his instrumental music is unique.

Strictly speaking, Sweelinck did not in fact write idiomatically for keyboard instruments and made little 

use of free chord accompaniment, for example. His passagework is not as brilliant as that of his Italian 

colleagues, but it plays a greater structural role. His settings are rigorously thought out, with hardly a 

superfluous note. They are transparent and rather essential, and always consistent. Even the toccata-like 



figure work seems to be in the service of counterpoint. Sweelinck’s variation cycles consist of three to six, 

but most often four variations. As far as his compositional techniques are concerned, the variations on 

sacred and secular models differ in that he often tried out cantus firmus techniques in the former. These 

techniques are completely absent in the variations on secular models. Some of the variation cycles may 

have originally been works for pedagogical purposes. In the Ballo del Granduca, for example, it is clear 

that each variation deals with a particular didactic problem, be it passagework, figurations in different 

note values, or doublings in thirds and sixths. His variation cycles, however, are usually not a disjointed 

succession of individual or even arbitrary parts but are conceived and rounded off as a whole.

In the choice of models, Sweelinck’s preference for dance melodies is particularly striking. These include 

not only pieces that are clearly titled Ballo, Pavane, or Allemande, but also songs such as Est-ce Mars 

or Onder enn linde groen, which actually conceal Allemande-like structures. The song Soll es sein, for 

example, is also known as Poolse dans (Polish dance), and the popular dance song Est-ce Mars le grand 

dieu des alarmes, which was widely reworked until the nineteenth century, probably comes from the ballet 

de cour entitled Ballet de Madame, composed by Pierre Guérdon in 1613. It was probably brought to the 

Netherlands around 1615 by the French lutenist Nicolas Vallet and published in a version for four lutes 

in Amsterdam. Several of the originals varied by Sweelinck are so-called “wandering songs”, which were 

widespread in countless variants and sung with numerous texts. Est-ce Mars, for example, also survives in 

an arrangement for virginal by Giles Farnaby, where it is called The New Sa-Hoo. In any case, Sweelinck 

mostly chose songs and melodies that were well known at his time, that sometimes circulated in many 

sources, and that, above all, were immediately recognised by listeners. Moreover, it was not only the 

melodies that were familiar to contemporaries, but also the backgrounds, today mostly forgotten.



Sweelinck not only chose popular and well-known models, but it is worth noting that many of these songs 

were also varied by his English colleagues or by his students (especially Samuel Scheidt). This is not always 

apparent at first glance. Sweelinck’s variation cycle on the song Von der Fortuna werde ich getrieben, for 

example, is entitled Engelse Furtuin, while William Byrd arranged the same song under the title Fortune 

my foe. Sweelinck’s Pavana hispanica also goes back to the same model as John Bull’s Spanish Pavane.

The dance melody of the Ballo, Balletto or Balleth del Granduca, as it is cited in the sources, comes from 

one of the Intermedii for the comedy La Pellegrina, more precisely from O che nuovo miracolo, composed 

by Emilio de’ Cavalieri in occasion of the marriage of Ferdinand I de’Medici and Christina of Lorraine.  

It was performed in an open-air concert in Florence in 1589. The spectacular event was reported 

throughout Europe, and the melody of this dance quickly gained fame. Many different lyrics were  

sung to this music, it was often adapted and occasionally varied.

Similarly to the songs Ick voer al over Rhijn (I have sailed on the Rhine) and Mein junges Leben hat 

ein End (My young life has an end), the song Onder enn linde groen was extraordinarily popular in 

Sweelinck’s time, and several melodic and textual variants survive, up to and including the closely related 

English version All in a garden green. Its text, published in the 1610 collection Den Bloem-Hof van de 

Nederlandsche Jeught, is surprisingly poignant, direct, and replete with stern morality. It reads:

“I sat resting under a green linden tree, and there too sat a young lad and lass, hand in hand. He flirted 

with her, and it was going well. Then I fell asleep. When I awoke, the girl was in tears, her maidenhood 

lost. What now? She sees life before her as an unwed mother or an old maid. But the young man 

promises to marry her, whew, and then she’s happy again. After some time, the girl gets pregnant, but 

the boy dumps her anyway. Scandalous! Come on boys, let’s poke the faithless guy’s eyes out.”



What Sweelinck emphasises in his variations of Onder enn linde groen is neither morality nor seriousness 

nor, in fact, austerity. He bestows on his work his characteristic sense of humour, which is often present in 

his variations and hard to ignore.

The arrangements of the dances are of varying quality. Sweelinck’s reworking of John Dowland’s famous 

Pavana Lachrymae, for example, is more simple than ornate, but the model – which was published by 

Downland both as an English song with lute accompaniment and as a version for viol consort – retains its 

touching effect even in this keyboard arrangement.

The Pavana Philippi is undoubtedly Sweelinck’s sign of appreciation for his great role model and colleague, 

the eminent and highly productive composer and Catholic priest Peter Philipps, who was forced to 

emigrate from England to Flanders because of religious intolerance and, after a long period of wandering, 

settled in Antwerp and later in Brussels. Sweelinck reshaped Philipps’ composition, and it is particularly 

interesting to observe how an idiomatic work for virginal was transformed into a strict and consistent four-

part counterpoint setting.

Personal contacts between Peter Philipps and Sweelinck are confirmed, but not contacts with the English 

composer John Bull, who moved from England to the Spanish Netherlands around 1613. Bull’s name is 

frequently associated with Sweelinck’s, but who influenced whom more significantly is often a matter  

of perspective.

About half of the secular models Sweelinck used for his variations were also arranged by his famous 

pupil Samuel Scheidt. Both composed a set of variations on the Pavana hispanica, and it was believed 



until recently that they took turns composing successive variations on the original theme. However, the 

model of this pavane used by Sweelinck and Scheidt is not identical, and it seems that the so-called guest 

variations in Sweelinck’s work are simply a later corruption of the manuscript copy. Scheidt has even been 

suggested as the real composer of the variations on the Ballo del granduca rather than Sweelinck, though 

the attribution is still uncertain.

Sweelinck’s variations on a well-known Allemande constitute an interesting case. This piece is preserved 

only in a manuscript now kept in the Minoritenkloster in Vienna, with no indication of the composer 

and under the simple title Allemande. Until a few decades ago, this piece was known by the title More 

palatino, but recent research has shown that the tune was actually known as such, though not in the north 

of the Netherlands during Sweelinck’s time. Rather, it was in circulation there as Almande Gratie. This 

does not bear great significance, since the German song Mein junges Leben hat ein End was also not 

widely known in Amsterdam during Sweelinck’s time, yet he arranged it. Nevertheless, it is revealing that 

Johann Mattheson mentions precisely the More palatino in his Ehrenpforte and reports that Sweelinck 

applied himself with indescribable diligence and labour into its composition and sold the piece several 

times for 30 to 40 Dutch guilders. Be that as it may, this Allemande remains one of the finest examples of 

Sweelinck’s sophisticated art and his delight in variation.

Today, Sweelinck’s music for keyboard instruments is seen less as the work of an innovator and more as 

that of a composer who took the music of his contemporaries and skilfully reshaped it. His legacy lived 

on in the works of his many pupils, even as the memory of Sweelinck himself began to fade around the 

middle of the seventeenth century. Sweelinck died on the 16th of October 1621, and was buried in the 

Oude Kerk in Amsterdam, the place where he served music and the muses for over four decades.







Fabio Antonio Falcone is a passionate performer who focuses on Renaissance and early Baroque 

repertoire. He is especially interested in sixteenth-century Italian keyboard music, as well as vocal and 

instrumental repertoire of the early Baroque period. 

 

He performs at international venues and festivals as a soloist and continuo player with several ensembles, 

including Ensemble Elyma, Stile Galante, Genève Baroque, Ensemble Lucidarium and Ensemble  

Odissee Orchestra. 

 

Together with mandolin player Anna Schivazappa, in 2012 he founded the ensemble Pizzicar Galante,  

of which he was co-director until 2019. In 2015 he also founded L’Amorosa Caccia, an ensemble with  

which he has been exploring instrumental and vocal repertoire from the Renaissance with a special focus 

on Italian frottolas and madrigals. His solo recordings are highly appreciated by international critics  

and broadcast by the most important European radio broadcast stations (BBC, Radio RAI, Radio France, 

BR-Klassik, WDR3, RTVE, Radio Classica, CKRL 89,1). 

Apart from his activities as a concert performer, he devotes himself to research in music didactics, 

in particular to the reconstruction of teaching practices from the didactical analysis of historical sources. 

He is currently a member of the research group in didactics of the arts (DAM) at the University of Geneva. 

 

He studied in the Netherlands with Bob van Asperen. He also benefited in Italy from the teachings of 

Maria Luisa Baldassari and Jesper Bøje Christensen, and in Switzerland from the teachings of Francis Biggi 

and Kenneth Weiss.



The Ruckers harpsichord of Neuchâtel

The collection of the Musée d’art et d’histoire in Neuchâtel, Switzerland includes a sumptuous Ruckers 

harpsichord of exceptional value, bearing the trade mark of Ioannes Ruckers and the dates 1632 and 1745. 

The roots of the famous Ruckers dynasty go back to Antwerp around 1579 and Hans Ruckers  

the Elder. The Neuchâtel harpsichord was built by his eldest son, Ioannes Ruckers. Harpsichords built by 

Hans Ruckers and his descendants were so well known that forgeries were still being built in Europe over a 

century after the family workshop closed. 

The Ruckers harpsichord at the Musée d’Art et d’Histoire originally had a single manual of 45 keys with a 

short octave C/E. It had two registers, a stop at eight-foot pitch (which sounds as notated), and the second 

stop at four-foot pitch (sounding one octave higher than written). 

In 1745 the Neuchâtel instrument underwent grand ravalement—an elaborate rebuilding process of 

alteration and extension—to accommodate the prevailing tastes at the time. Many famous seventeenth-

century harpsichords, particularly Ruckers instruments, were modified in the eighteenth-century 

ravalement. This process involved considerably extending the compass so that the Neuchâtel harpsichord 

now has two manuals, each with 58 keys, and a total of three registers (two stops at eight-foot pitch 

and one at four-foot pitch). Although their exact identity is not always known, highly skilled Parisian 

makers carried out the grand ravalement, and, significantly, did so in a manner that the desirable original 

features of the harpsichord were left fully intact. A large portion of the original instrument’s bentside, the 

soundboard, the lid, flap and bottom are extant. It can therefore be said that the original instrument was 

assimilated within the large eighteenth- century style French harpsichord. 
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